
What customers say about ARTILLERY TOOLS

 
Tigard, Oregon / Elizabeth G. Yokel / Press Release / December 5, 2015. Customers can influence buying
decisions with comments about the product. Without an incentive to exaggerate the overall effectiveness of the
product, influencial customer opinions are usually the most convincing ones that a prospective buyer is likely to
value and trust when making buying decisions.
 

 

 
Customers are sharing their jobsite experiences with ARTILLERY TOOLS.  

 



 
Abel Lopez, Owner
A&A Restoration
Fontana, California

https://plus.google.com/115534637388713857193 
 

One customer is Abel Lopez, owner of A&A Restoration in Fontana, California who has been using
ARTILLERY TOOLS for a couple of years. During that time, Mr. Lopez. has had no issues. In the paragraph below,
he shares an intriguing story about a performance test he conducted at one of the jobsites. ARTILLERY TOOLS
was tested against the other bars when 2,500 square feet of glued down wood had to be removed. The project was
divided into two equal parts. The first half of the project was completed using one of the regular bars and the
second half of the project was completed using ARTILLERY TOOLS.
 
The ARTILLERY TOOLS challenge that Mr. Lopez had decided to conduct during that day produced results at the
jobsite nothing short of remarkable: The reason why the first half of the project was so challenging was because it
required a grueling 5 hours or 300 minutes to complete using the regular bars. The reason why the second half of
the project was less challenging was because it required a considerably less grueling 50 minutes to complete using
ARTILLERY TOOLS.
 
Comparing the two, it required 1/6 of the time, to complete the same task. This translates into an ~83.3% time
savings. With results like these, should it come as any surprise more contractors are asking for
ARTILLERY TOOLS by name? Mr. Lopez is one of many satisfied customers with something to say about this
revolutionary tool system can do for you. Click HERE for the rest of the customers testimonials with great things to
say about what this tool system has done for them.
 

 

 
ARTILLERY TOOLS surveyed those customers who returned to their trade show booths each year to find out what
is new. Here are the survey results. Click HERE to reach customer survey results.

 

 

https://plus.google.com/115534637388713857193
http://www.artillerytools.com/customer-survey-results/
http://www.artillerytools.com/customer-survey-results/
http://www.artillerytools.com/customer-survey-results/
http://www.artillerytools.com/customer-survey-results/


 
Convincing commentaries and demonstrations of a remarkable tool in action.

 

Trade Show Customers Commentary

  
Here is what several satisfied customers are saying who are pleased with the performance of
ARTILLERY TOOLS. 
 

 
Demolition professionals are not the only ones benefiting from the added advantages that this tool system is
providing. The Artillery Tool System is popular among do-it-yourself homeowners too. Watch some homeowners,
self-made videos: 

Customer's Self-Demonstration, Video #1

 
Watch the convincing video a customer created and uploaded to demonstrate the effectiveness of this remarkable

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DDduCZSyD6w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n35FOb8khLA


tool. 
 

Customer's Self-Demonstration Video #2

  
Above is another convincing video demonstrating the unnecessary amount of back-straining effort required for
tearouts with less efficient demolitions tools. First, the customer tries tearing up the floor using a crowbar with poor
results. Next, the customer continues the job with remarkably better results using one of the many ARTILLERY
TOOLS.
 

Customer's Self-Demonstration Video #3

  
Watch Joel Bennet explain how an ARTILLERY TOOL rips up a plank floor in a fraction of the time that it would
require using an ordinary crowbar for the job.
 
ARTILLERY TOOLS delivered their first tool set in the fall of 2007. Since then, the company has been continuing to
develop additional pieces expanding their tear-out capabilities into almost every aspect of remodeling demolition.
Customers have the ability to assemble over 180 different tool combinations providing them with several different
bar options for the same tearout situation. Multiple combinations ensures the tearout problem is properly resolved
with the most effective tool available.
 
ARTILLERY TOOLS understands the challenges homeowners and contractors face and is devoted to making
demolition jobs easier. This prybar system is the only light weight prying system featuring interchangeable blades,
handles and fulcrums contained in a sturdy carrying case that can go to every jobsite.
 
The ARTILLERY TOOLS system is designed to be adapted to handle many different demolition situations saving
time and money.
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JJuTBjfLsMM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oKvGeSqd9cY


Click HERE to review the catalogue or contact Joe Skach at 503-968-2108 to learn exactly how easy and cost
effective demolition can actually be.

http://www.artillerytools.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/New-2014-Catalog-PROOF.pdf

